Abstract: Sepsis is a multifactorial clinical syndrome with an extremely dynamic clinical course and with high diverse clinical phenotype. Early diagnosis is crucial for the final clinical outcome. Previous studies have not identified a biomarker for the diagnosis of sepsis which would have sufficient sensitivity and specificity. Identification of the infectious agents or the use of molecular biology, next gene sequencing, has not brought significant benefit for the patient in terms of early diagnosis. Therefore, we are currently searching for biomarkers, through "omics" technologies with sufficient diagnostic specificity and sensitivity, able to predict the clinical course of the disease and the patient response to therapy. Current progress in the use of systems biology technologies brings us hope that by using big data from clinical trials such biomarkers will be found.
Introduction
When Friedrich Miescher published a work on nuclein in 1869, nobody was aware of where this development in the medical field would go in the next 140 years (Dahm, 2010) . In 1953, Watson and Crick only needed one DIN4 page to publish their groundbreaking work on the discovery of DNA structure (Watson and Crick, 1953) . This discovery heralded the explosion of new findings related to research into the relation between the genome and its effect on the development and course of diseases. The beginning of the 21 st century saw an unprecedented development of systemic biology. This scientific field in biology uses knowledge in mathematics, biochemistry, chemistry and informatics to study complex interactions present in biological systems. Its expansion was made possible by the development of technology used for obtaining genomic and proteomic data and information technology (IT) development. These technologies provide us with new knowledge in medicine in terms of disease diagnosis and pathogenesis and therapy. So-called precision medicine is the final product ( Figure 1 ). Molecular profiling and the use of therapies that target a specific disease's genetic traits are the two pillars of this approach. The most spectacular progress was made in oncology and hemato-oncology (Ginsburg and Willard, 2009; Bombard et al., 2013; Ciardiello et al., 2014; Yu and Snyder, 2016) , in other medical fields, we witness their large dissemination and gradual implementation into clinical practice. Significant progress has also been achieved in the diagnostics and further research of sepsis pathogenesis in the last 20 years. But, despite investments of several billion euros (EUR) by the pharmaceutical industry in the last decades, only one new drug so far has made it to the market (Toft and Tønnesen, 2011; Marshall, 2014) . Our review provides an overview of the current situation in using "omics" technologies (genomics, transcriptomics, proteinomics, metabolomics, pharmacogenomics) in the diagnostics and its possible impact to the therapy of septic patients.
Sepsis
Sepsis is among the leading causes of death worldwide. It accounts for more than 210,000 deaths annually in the United States, whereas similar death rates are reported for other countries (Angus et al., 2001; Shen et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2011; Rhee et al., 2017) . In Germany, it is the third most frequent cause of death in the German population and already the leading cost factor in German intensive care medicine with total costs of EUR 1.7 billion per year (Brunkhorst and Reinhart, 2005) . It affects all age groups and it is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in critically ill patients following intensive care unit (ICU) admission. Mortality from sepsis seems unchanged despite intense efforts in intensive care management of the patient. Mortality of sepsis is currently higher than that of myocardial infarction; even worse outcomes are revealed when patients with septic shock are considered (Esper and Martin, 2007) . Martin et al. (2009) analysed more than 11,000 patients included in the international registry comprising severe sepsis
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Sepsis and Omics Technologies Prague Medical Report / Vol. 119 (2018) No. 1, p. 9-29 cases. The total mortality reached almost 50%. The European Sepsis Occurrence in Acutely III Patients (SOAP) study revealed that the incidence of sepsis in European ICUs is 33% with an overall mortality of 27% (Vincent et al., 2006) . In the past decades, progress has been made in the education, prevention, identification, treatment and rehabilitation of septic patients. All of these important advancements together have gradually ameliorated the individual burden of sepsis; nevertheless, it remains unacceptably high. Moreover, due to the ever-growing incidence of sepsis, the overall number of patients who die from sepsis continues to increase (Adhikari et al., 2010; Jawad et al., 2012; Martin, 2012; De La Rica et al., 2016) . Very important aspect is impact of socioeconomic status on mortality and morbidity in patients with sepsis (Schnegelsberg et al., 2016) . It is not surprising that the scientific community continues to call for improved treatment options, including a timely diagnosis and active surveillance in hospitalized patients at high risk for the development of sepsis.
Present state of the art in the field -science and methodology
In the pathogenesis of sepsis, the key player is the dysregulation of the mechanisms of innate and adaptive immunity. A local inflammatory response progresses into a systemic response, reflecting a failure of the immunological compensatory mechanisms. Traditionally, sepsis is considered an exaggerated inflammatory response of the host to a bacterial invader (Calandra et al., 2000; Cavaillon et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2010; van Vught et al., 2017) . As such, it is conceived that monitoring of the inflammatory host response may provide critical information for diagnosis and prognosis. A plethora of circulating proteins has been studied in the last 20 years as probable surrogate markers of the physical course of sepsis. Their use is based on the rationale that since inflammation results from a bacterial stimulus, changes of a biomarker or a combination of biomarkers may reflect eradication or propagation of the infection site. However, none of the studied biomarkers is considered an absolute reflection of the inflammatory state of the host and none has yet reached wide routine use (Biron et al., 2015; Prucha et al., 2015) .
In the process of evolution, the innate immune system has developed many mechanisms that are capable of recognizing a pathogenic organism and responding to its presence accordingly. Furthermore, these mechanisms are capable of identifying homeostasis disrupting stimuli of a non-infectious nature (e.g. ischemia, trauma). For this purpose, immunocompetent cells possess pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that are capable of recognizing characteristic pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). Upon interaction of PAMPs and PRRs, adaptor proteins come into play whose task is to activate transcription factors (Kono and Rock, 2008; van der Poll and Opal, 2008; Kumar et al., 2009a) . Adaptor proteins activate the transcription factors, including nuclear factor ĸB (NF-ĸB), activation protein-1 (AP-1) and interferon response factor (IRF). The activation results in the expression of genes for pro-and anti-inflammatory cytokines (Medzhitov, 2001; Wiel et al., 2002; Akira et al., 2006) . When severe sepsis becomes clinically apparent, the host has already entered into a state of immunoparalysis where circulating monocytes are no longer able to secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines, antigen presentation fails and apoptosis of lymphocytes predominates (Ayala et al., 
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Indeed, most of the studied potential biomarkers in severe sepsis, capable to reflect immune system mode and inflammatory cascade stage(s), are protein molecules with downregulated gene expression. Under this understanding of timely non-coordinated and yet overlapping counter-balancing processes of pro-inflammatory trigger and immunoparalysis follow-up stage, it is obvious that circulatory proteins are not the ideal surrogate biomarkers for sepsis. The underlying transcription of the genetic machinery of the host, which precedes translation and post-translational modifications of functionally ready proteins in time, occurs faster and reflects initial regulatory mechanisms necessary for the final protein output; and is then expected to provide more important information (Feezor et al., 2005) . Novel "biomarkers" are urgently needed to identify correctly and timely the "infection" as the underlying cause of a systemic host response, because each hour of delay of anti-infectious therapy leads to a 5% increase in mortality (Kumar et al., 2009b) . A sensitive biomarker is desirable when the consequences of missing the diagnosis are important; vice versa, a specific measure is desirable when costs or potential side effects of treatment are considerable. Both aspects are important in the context of sepsis where missed infections will double mortality rates, and antibiotic overuse is associated with rising resistance but also other problem such as organ toxicity, development of Clostridium difficile infection, etc. Therefore, it is important for the clinician to know when antibiotics can be safely withheld. While single proteins are useful biomarkers in a variety of well-characterized diseases, such as troponin for the early detection of myocardial infarction, new biomarker candidates for complex clinical syndromes such as sepsis cannot reliably discriminate non-infectious from infectious systemic inflammation. Procalcitonin, which probably best meets the requirements for a biomarker of infection at present, is hampered by false positives in the setting of non-infectious inflammation and a rather late induction during the host response to infection (Becker et al., 2008; Sager et al., 2017) . Recently clinical studies were published on the relationship between presepsin and sepsis. Presepsin levels are increased in septic patients with no significant difference between patients with gram-positive or gram-negative infection. Presepsin appears to be very early biomarker of sepsis with place in the clinical diagnostics and may be of interest for future studies (Carpio et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015) . As the complexity of the host response makes it unlikely that one single biomarker can adequately describe and stratify this complex syndrome, response patterns come into play. Because changes in the signalling of effector cells of innate immunity represent the earliest event in the "infection-host response-continuum", lab-on-a-chip assays addressing multiple "omics" levels and analysing sets of biomarkers that reflect these changed patterns can meet this need. Such an approach promises not only to substantially improve sensitivity and specificity but also to shorten the time to diagnosis and therapy.
The role of "omics" technologies in sepsis research: 1) Diagnostics of sepsis -to find biomarkers differentiating infectious and non-infectious inflammation 2) To find biomarkers predicting the clinical outcome 3) To find biomarkers that offer the possibility for the therapy of sepsis 4) To find biomarkers predicting patient response to therapy
Genomics and epigenomics
On 26 June 2000, Celera Genomics and the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (HGSC) announced the completion of the first assembly of the human genome and the completion of the rough draft, respectively. In February of 2001, two teams simultaneously published their analyses of the genome sequences generated (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001 ). At present, we know that human genome contains approximately 22,000 genes that code proteins and 5-10 times more proteins are formed as their final product. The price of human genome research has been immense -approximately 3 billion US dollars. In the last 15 years, new technologies such as next gene sequencing (ngs) dramatically reduced the price and, thus, the availability of complete genetic information. New technologies provide for a faster and more complex approach (Ng and Kirkness, 2010) . At present, it is possible to map the genome of an individual cell (Gawad et al., 2016; Hynes et al., 2017) . However, the beginnings of the relation between genomics and infections date back to a more distant past. In 1988, Sørensen and colleagues demonstrated that the risk of dying from infectious disease was five times higher if an individual's biological parent had also died of infectious disease. Since then, numerous studies have attempted to associate genetic markers of genomic variation (polymorphisms) with incidence or outcome of infectious disease and its sequelae in critically ill patients. Tumour necrosis factor (TNF) gene polymorphisms showed association with an increased incidence as well as adverse outcomes in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock (Stüber et al., 1996) . Similarly pro-and anti-inflammatory cytokines like the interleukin-1 (IL-1) gene family, interleukin-6 (IL-6) and interleukin-10 (IL-10) are associated with different outcomes of septic patients (Fang et al., 1999) . Genomic variants of candidate genes involved in pathogen recognition and signal transduction of inflammatory pathways like CD14, Toll-like receptors (TLRs), lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP), interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase (IRAK 4), IRAK 1 may also contribute to the incidence, severity and mortality of infectious complications in the critically ill (Hubacek et al., 2001; Feterowski et al., 2003; Medvedev et al., 2003; Sutherland et al., 2005; Arcaroli et al., 2006; Khor et al., 2007; Chien et al., 2008; Mansur et al., 2015) . In addition, it has been recognized that protein cascades involved in the pathophysiology of sepsis, such as the coagulation cascade, represent strong genomic candidate markers for association studies (Hermans et al., 1999) . In a recent study, German authors conducted GWAS in a cohort of 740 adult patients with sepsis. They found 14 loci with suggestive evidence for an association with 28-day mortality and found supportive, converging evidence for three of them in independent data sets. Authors have concluded that elucidating the underlying biological mechanisms of VPS13A, CRISPLD2, and the chromosome 13 locus should be a focus of future research activities (Scherag et al., 2016) . A study performed by Rautanen et al. (2015) revealed interesting results. Authors identified variants in the FER gene, which are associated with a reduced risk of death from sepsis due to pneumonia. The FER gene encodes non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase. Tyrosine kinase is an enzyme from the protein kinase group, which catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate group (phosphorylation) from nucleoside triphosphate (mostly ATP) to the amino acid tyrosine in proteins. Non-receptor tyrosine kinases function in the cytoplasm and transfer signals within the cell into the nucleus (Gocek et al., 2014) . The FER gene affects leukocyte recruitment and intestinal barrier dysfunction caused by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Parsons et al., 2007) . Srinivasan et al. (2017) studied single nucleotide polymorphisms with sepsis in a cohort of 757 prematurely born children. The authors concluded that they did not find a significant association between single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and sepsis, however, areas of the potential association and pathways meriting for further study were identified. Sapru et al. (2016) proved association of common genetic variation in the protein C pathway genes with clinical outcomes in acute respiratory distress syndrome. The Netherland study provides a method for the molecular classification of patients with sepsis to 4 different endotypes upon ICU admission. Detection of sepsis endotypes might assist in providing personalized patient management and in selection for trials . Current results show that sepsis is a multifactorial disease, which is not necessarily related to a certain gene of a group of genes and/or their variants. Patients with primary immunodeficiency who are sensitive to certain types of infection are an exception (Feezor et al., 2005; Bustamante et al., 2014) . Gene activity varies due to different epigenetic mechanisms. The mechanisms involve DNA modification by methylation and histone modification. Histone modifications represent acetylation, ubiquitination and phosphorylation. Both histone modifications and DNA cytosine methylation have been shown to regulate gene expression (Esteller, 2007; Dong and Weng, 2013) . The main principle is the gene expression variability without a change in DNA sequence (Phillips, 2008) . The example of this phenomenon is the bacteriahost interaction. Bacterium-induced epigenetic deregulations may affect host cell function either to promote host defence or to allow pathogen persistence. Thus, pathogenic bacteria can be considered as potential epimutagens able to reshape the epigenome (Bierne et al., 2012; Stephens et al., 2013) .
Transcriptomics
Transcriptomics evaluates messenger RNA levels for genes in specific cells or tissues. Transcriptomics aims at monitoring gene activity and regulation, differentiating infectious and non-infectious inflammation, finding pathogenetic mechanisms and parameters that will predict clinical outcome. A number of issues arise in these studies dealing with sepsis. The first one is the enormous dynamics of disease progression in sepsis. From the pathogenetic point of view, sepsis is characterized by the concurrent presence of pro-inflammatory and antiinflammatory phases that translates into immunosuppression (Boomer et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Hotchkiss et al., 2013; Cazalis et al., 2014) . However, the clinical course of sepsis shows that in its early stages, pro-inflammatory elements are dominant and characterized by high production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which at a later time lead to functional immunosuppression. Therefore, gene expression is likely to differ according to the development of sepsis over time (Leentjens et al., 2013) . Another issue that we have to deal with when studying sepsis, is the target tissue of the organ in which gene expression is to be measured. It is not possible to harvest tissue in septic patients for ethical reasons; therefore, our data are based on measurements of the best available analyte -full blood and/or individual blood cell subpopulations. It is clearly not a bad alternative from the pathogenetic point of view because full blood, with all its immunocompetent cells, represents a robust and complex immunological mechanism involved in sepsis pathogenesis (Leliefeld et al., 2016) . On the other hand, it is a potential source of possible erroneous conclusions. The reasons for this are multiple (starting with the patient's age) children vs. adults (immaturity of the immune system vs. a large number of co-morbidities in elderly patients who represent the majority of patients dying from sepsis) and different gene expression depending on cell subpopulations (e.g. neutrophils, NK cells and lymphocytes). A study by Palmer et al. (2006) revealed different gene expression, depending on the subpopulation of immunocompetent cells. Study by Parnell et al. (2013) measuring gene expression in full blood identified genes with immune dysfunction in septic patients. Practically, no study has been performed that would evaluate gene expression in individual organs during clinical sepsis, with the exception of experimental studies (Cobb et al., 2002) .
Differentiation of infectious and non-infectious SIRS, pathogenetic mechanisms of sepsis
The first studies evaluated gene expression in volunteers who received an endotoxin dose (Calvano et al., 2005; Talwar, 2006) . They found a different expression in volunteers who received endotoxin and identified target gene groups with their bonds in gene maps. Since the beginning, the limits of experimental endotoxin use were clear compared with clinical sepsis with a living infectious agent. One of the first clinical study performed in patients with sepsis that confirmed different gene expression in systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) of infectious and non-infectious etiology was published in 2004 (Prucha et al., 2004) . The results were confirmed by other studies (Johnson et al., 2007; Lissauer et al., 2009; Seok et al., 2013; Sweeney et al., 2015) . Differences were found with respect to the septic agent. While a study by Tang et al. (2008) did not reveal a different gene expression in gram-positive (G+) and gram-negative (G-) infections, a study by Yu et al. (2004) obtained different results. When studying gene expression, attention is paid to mechanisms characterizing inflammation of infectious etiology and disease severity. A study by Grealy et al. (2013) revealed different gene expression of IL-2, IL-10, IL-23, IL-27, interferon-γ (IFN γ) and TNFα, based on whether it was an infection or severe sepsis. A study performed by Hinrichs et al. (2010) identified genes, the expression of which predicts postoperative sepsis. Significant differences (P<0.005) in gene expression between the 2 groups were observed for IL1B (interleukin 1, beta), TNF [tumour necrosis factor (TNF superfamily, member 2)], CD3D [CD3d molecule, delta (CD3-TCR complex)] and PRF1 [perforin 1 (pore forming protein)]. The combination of TNF, IL1B and CD3D expression had a sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 85%, respectively, and predicted exclusion of postoperative sepsis with an estimated negative predictive value of 98.1% (Hinrichs et al., 2010) . Different gene expression was demonstrated in bacterial and virus infections related to immune dysfunction. Authors identified a T-cell-dominant gene-expression signature that is associated with the host response to severe influenza pneumonia. Genes linked to the cell cycle and its regulation were the main determinants of the host response in influenza infection. Interestingly study failed to identify an immune response specific to bacterial pneumonia (Parnell et al., 2012) . A study by Sampson et al. (2017) which revealed different gene expression depending on virus or bacterial etiology, produced similar results. Should these abilities of a specific group of genes be confirmed, there is a real possibility of their implementation in clinical practice, which would affect antibiotic consumption, resistance development, etc. Another very recent study revealed individual predisposition of septic patients with regard to the final outcome and prognosis. Davenport et al. (2016) analysed gene expression of peripheral blood leucocytes in ICU patients who were admitted for sepsis caused by community acquired pneumonia and evidence of organ dysfunction. Transcriptomic analysis defined two different pictures -so-called sepsis response signature (SRS). SRS1 found in 41% of patients, identified patients with an immunosuppression phenotype (endotoxin tolerance, T-cell exhaustion and human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II regulation disorder). This phenotype was associated with higher 14-day mortality (Davenport et al., 2016) . In 2014, Fiusa et al. published a meta-analysis of gene expression in severe sepsis and septic shock. From 45 studies out of 22,216 probe sets, authors observed 352 as candidates (215 of which were upregulated and 137 downregulated). The top 5 up-regulated genes were CD177, MMP8, HP, ARG1 and ANXA3. The top downregulated genes were FCER1A, YMEI1L1, TRDV3, LRRN3 and MYBL1 (Fiusa et al., 2014) . In response to a need for better sepsis diagnostics, several new gene expression classifiers have been recently published, including the 11-gene "Sepsis MetaScore", the "FAIM3-to-PLAC8" ratio and the Septicyte Lab. The three diagnostics do not show significant differences in overall ability to distinguish non-infectious SIRS from sepsis (Sweeney and Khatri, 2017) . On the other hand, the study of Zimmerman et al. (2017) showed that the Septicyte Lab test is able to discriminate between clinically severe sepsis syndrome and infection-negative systemic inflammation among critically ill children.
Proteomics
We differentiate between express proteomics detecting proteins, which are characteristic of sepsis, and functional proteomics, which identifies proteomic markers and their function on the molecular level. A key role is played by the type of technology used. At present, there are two-dimensional differential gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE), matrix-associated laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF), surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (SELDI-TOF), laser capture microdissection-MS (LCM-MS) and protein microarray (Mesri, 2014) . It should be noted that different technological platforms do not provide the same results. There is only a partial overlap between the biomarkers identified by individual technologies. This of course makes the verification of results more difficult. In addition to genomics, proteomics is a significant means of precision medicine that advances diagnostics and disease treatment a large step ahead. Similar objectives are followed here to find new biomarkers, which will differentiate infectious systemic inflammation from non-infectious systemic inflammation, and to find pathogenetic mechanisms that could be implemented in clinical practice with regard to diagnostics and treatment. Buhimschi used 2D-DIGE and mass spectrometry to study umbilical blood proteome in order to find biomarkers that could identify patients with an early onset of sepsis. The authors found that a switch-on in haptoglobin to haptoglobin-related protein expression reflected a fetal adaptive response to intraamniotic infection exposure in utero (Buhimschi et al. 2011) . A study Paugam-Burtz et al. (2010) identified new proteins detected in patients following liver transplant and sepsis. This study used plasma profiling coupling protein chip array with SELDI-TOF. In the validation set of 31 patients with infection and 34 without infection, the 5 peaks were differentially expressed as well and allowed day 5 sepsis diagnosis with a positive likelihood ratio of 5.1 and C-statistics of 0.74 (0.58-0.85) (Paugam-Burtz et al., 2010) . Proteomics is used to study infectious model and describe protein-protein interactions. A Swedish study using mass spectrometry maps the interaction between bacterial and plasma proteins. Using Streptococcus pyogenes as an infectious agent and adhered human blood plasma protein, the author constructed a stoichiometric model of protein structure interaction. The model and knowledge of these constructions will help to better understand protein-protein interactions and their importance for bacterial virulence (Sjöholm et al., 2017) . Another Swedish study based on an experimental sepsis model with virulent Streptococcus pyogenes in mice maps proteins in blood plasma and individual organs. The results not only showed
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Metabolomics
Metabolomics is the large-scale study of small molecules (commonly known as metabolites) within cells, fluids, tissues or organisms. Collectively, these small molecules and their interactions within a biological system are known as the metabolome. Metabolomics is the study of substrates and products of metabolism, which are influenced by both genetic and environmental factors (Kosmides et al., 2013) . Metabolomics is a powerful approach because metabolites and their concentrations, unlike other "omics" measures, directly reflect the underlying biochemical activity and state of cells/tissues. Thus, metabolomics best represents the molecular phenotype (Serkova et al., 2011; Patti et al., 2012) . The Human Metabolome Database contains records for more than 42,000 metabolites, from sugars to peptides to cofactors. But the total may be significantly higher, and single analytical methods often struggle to capture the chemical diversity. Current technologies can even analyse a metabolome in one cell. With regard to the immense heterogeneity of cell populations, the question is whether this approach can bring about significant progress (Fessenden, 2016) . The aims of metabolomics are the same as with other "omics" technologies -diagnosis, prognosis and identification of at risk patients. Swedish authors published an interesting study. In a prospective study, whole blood samples from 65 patients with bacteremic sepsis and 49 controls were compared. The blood samples were analysed using gas chromatography coupled to time-of-flight mass spectrometry. A 6-metabolite predictive logistic regression model showed a sensitivity of 0.91 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.69-0.99) and a specificity of 0.84 (95% CI 0.58-0.94) with an area under curve (AUC) of 0.93 (95% CI 0.89-1.01). Myristic acid was the single most predictive metabolite, with a sensitivity of 1.00 (95% CI 0.85-1.00) and specificity of 0.95 (95% CI 0.74-0.99), and performed better than various combinations of conventional laboratory and clinical parameters (Kauppi et al., 2016) . Ambrogio examined urine metabolome in an infant with fatal methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) pneumonia, 4 children with influenza pneumonia (pneumonia control group) and 7 healthy children with no known infections. Urine metabolite concentrations previously identified as associated with sepsis in children (e.g. 3-hydroxybutyrate, carnitine and creatinine) were higher in the patient with fatal MRSA pneumonia compared with those of patients with influenza pneumonia and healthy controls. The concentrations of additional metabolites (acetone, acetoacetate, choline, fumarate, glucose and 3-aminoisobutyrate) were more than 25-fold higher in the patient with MRSA pneumonia than those of patients with influenza pneumonia and healthy controls. These metabolic changes in the urine preceded the clinically severe sepsis phenotype, suggesting that detection 20)
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Prague Medical Report / Vol. 119 (2018) No. 1, p. 9-29 of the extent of metabolic disruption can aid in the early identification of a sepsis phenotype in advance of the clinical diagnosis (Ambroggio et al., 2017) . In other study, Ferrario et al. (2016) examined plasma metabolome and clinical features in a subset of 20 patients with severe septic shock. Early changes in the plasma levels of low unsaturated long-chain phosphatidylcholines and kynurenine were associated with mortality (Ferrario et al., 2016) . A urine metabolomic analysis in terms of the patient's prognosis was also performed by the authors of a Spanish study. Urine samples were collected from 64 patients with severe sepsis or septic shock in the ICU. Authors compared the prediction power of metabolomics data respect with respect to Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score. Supervised multivariate analysis afforded a good predictive model to distinguish the patient groups and to detect specific metabolic patterns. Negative prognosis patients presented higher values of ethanol, glucose and hippurate, and, on the contrary, lower levels of methionine, glutamine, arginine and phenylalanine (Garcia-Simon et al., 2015) . And finally, a Chinese study provides the proteomic analysis of urine to identify prognostic biomarkers of sepsis. The 7 identified proteins provide insight into the mechanism of sepsis. Low urinary lysosome-associated membrane protein-1 levels may be useful for the early prognostic assessment of sepsis (Su et al., 2013) . Su et al. (2013) described the metabolic profile of normal patients and patients with SIRS or sepsis, which was markedly different. Seven metabolites may potentially be used to diagnose sepsis. A significant decrease in the levels of lactitol dehydrate and S-phenyl-D-cysteine and an increase in the levels of S-(3-methylbutanoyl)-dihydrolipoamide-E and N-nonanoyl glycine were observed in patients with sepsis in comparison to patients with SIRS (P<0.05). Patients with severe sepsis and septic shock displayed lower levels of glyceryl-phosphorylethanolamine, Ne, Ne dimethyllysine, phenylacetamide and D-cysteine (P<0.05) in their sera (Su et al., 2014) .
Pharmacogenomics -Pharmacometabolomics
"Omics" technologies are developing further. They result not only in identifying new biomarkers, new knowledge of disease pathogenesis and prediction of the clinical course of disease and outcomes in patients but have also direct consequences for research dealing with drug efficiency. Pharmacogenomics and pharmacometabolomics provide tools for mapping the effects of drugs on metabolism and for identifying pathways that contribute to drug response variation (Kaddurah-Daouk et al., 2015) . In septic patients, only a few studies were presented. Man et al. (2013) conducted a GWAS using a large randomised clinical trial cohort to discover genetic biomarkers of response to therapy in septic patients. Evidence for gene-gene interactions were identified for sepsis treatment responses with genetic biomarkers dominating models for predicting therapeutic response (Man et al., 2013) . Study of Puskarich et al. (2015) shows a unique metabolite profile of l-carnitine responders in patients with septic shock.
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Prague Medical Report / Vol. 119 (2018) No. 1, p. 9-29 Pharmacometabolomics has clear potential for the future in predicting patients' reactions to individual drugs (Everett, 2016; Huan et al., 2017; Rattray and Kaddurah Daouk, 2017) .
Limitations of the use of omics technology in sepsis
Sepsis, as a systemic expression of a pathological response of the immune system to infection, is an extremely complex and dynamic process. Unlike chronic inflammatory autoimmune diseases and oncological diseases, whose preclinical and clinical progression is relatively long and enables current use of omics technology findings both in diagnostics and therapy, sepsis is a clinical syndrome the trigger mechanism of which still fails to be identified. It is already possible to identify some biomarkers, which predict a higher risk of adverse outcomes in these patients. The use of increasingly better technologies including the evaluation of "big data" raises hope that we will be able to use precise medicine even with them. As the example of chronic inflammatory autoimmune diseases shows (e.g. rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or Crohn disease) they are, on the basis of molecular analyses, differentiated to new subtypes or various nosologic units with different patient's phenotype and with different pathogenesis resulting presumably in different therapeutic approaches (Li and Kauffman, 2014; Smolen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Weiser et al., 2018) .
Conclusion
At present, omics technologies represent significant technological progress in the further study of sepsis pathogenesis, its relation with genetic predisposition and a pathway to more effective pharmacotherapy. So far, there is no practical use in sepsis diagnosis and treatment, but it seems to be a very hopeful and promising journey. Omics data can be a powerful tool for patient diagnostics, stratification and therapy similar to patients with traumatic and thermal injury (Hazeldine et al., 2016) . In addition, the recent discovery of CRISPR-Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats-CRISPR associated protein 9) and their specific use in disease diagnostics and treatment having a significant predictive value for genetic predisposition is revolutionary (Gootenberg et al., 2017; Patel et al., 2017) .
